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Unique reliability

Single-piece porcelain 
stoneware slabs by 
Caesar, perfectly squared 
and rectified with a 
thickness of
20mm, 60x60cm, with 
anti-slip finish. Æxtra 20 
does not run the risk of tile 
detachment as it is a
compact slab. Æxtra 
20 reduces load and 
thickness if compared 
to standard floating floor 
panels.

20 mm
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Æxtra 20 is based onto a single-piece porcelain stoneware slab by Caesar, perfectly 
squared and rectified with 20 mm thickness, size 60x60 cm and anti-slip surface finish. The 
Æxtra 20 system offers three installation solutions depending on the destination of use:

Raised installation

installation onto gravel

traditional adhesive installation

the perfect installation system
for your outdoor floors



Easily removable simply by lifting the slabs, 
suitable for outdoor applications and which 
requires a technical gap underlying the foot 
plan.

Raised installation

Raised 
installation



Functional, quick, design-
effect, resistant and 
removable.

Installation onto gravel

Installation 
onto gravel



traditional adhesive 
installation

Extremely resistant and suitable for 
outdoor carriageable paths.

Traditional adhesive installation

Carriageable paths



the advantages 
of dry-system floors

Æxtra 20 slabs feature a dry-installation system, they are no longer linked to the structure and have 
a better resistance to thermal expansion, therefore avoiding the risk of breaking and cracks. 
A particularly important benefit for terrace and attic floor coverings that are exposed to direct 
sunlight and adverse weather conditions. Above all, thanks to the “dry installation system”, the 
laying of these slabs does not require any adhesives or grouts and is very easy, quick and clean. 
With the raised installation, the materials used are always removable and reusable. In particular, 
Æxtra 20 raised installation system for outdoor application allows for the placing of electrical, 
lighting cabling and hydraulic piping under the floor with the opportunity to check and change them 
at any time with no need to break the floor covering, thus reducing maintenance time and costs in 
comparison to traditional floors.
Moreover, it is possible to correct planarity defects of the surface (thanks to the adjustable supports 
equipped with self-levelling heads), as well as problems of lack of water drainage as water quickly 
flows under the treading surface thanks to the spaces present between adjacent slabs.



Dry-installation floors 
with perimeter curb

Raised floors with 
lateral ending

Glued floors with 
lateral ending

Æxtra 20 is a specific system created to 
meet the needs of planners who are 
looking for continuity and integration in 
outdoor projects, offering a broad range 
of quality products, highly reliable 
and impeccable in terms of aesthetics 
and technical performance as well as a 
selection of trim tiles and accessories 
to meet any need.

round 60x60 cm

stair 20x60 cmcombo 14,8x19,8x60 cm

outdoor solutions



Swimming-pool 
edges

Water drainsFloors with lighting 
devices

Covering for 
parapets

Stripe 20x60 cmHole tech-led 60x60 cm

Round 30x60 cm con rompigocciaRound 30x60 cm - Flexi 20x60 cm

outdoor solutions



Fascino e tecnica









Resistant to loads



3_ Stair 20x60 - Tube



6_ Stripe 20x60 - Tube



60x60 - Tube



Cladding, covering and decorating



the new 
lighting system 
for outdoor floors
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Æxtra 20 range: 
colours

Available in thirteen colours 
of Caesar range in 60x60 
size, textured finish.



Blond 60x60 
dry installation



Blond 60x60 
dry installation



dry installation60x60 
- White Quartz







Æxtra 20 range: 
trims

Æxtra 20 offers a wide 
selection of trim tiles to 
meet different project-
planning needs



Tailored to the 
designer’s needs

The planning of raised floors requires a careful 
preliminary check of the project, paying 
particular attention to some crucial aspects: 
features of the substrate, destination of use 
of the surface, choice of ceramic panels 
depending on the loads that the floor will bear. 
This is the reason why the offer by Caesar 
comes complete with a service tailored to the 
needs of customers. Caesar staff will support
planners in the project-planning of raised floors, 
offering a comprehensive assistance service 
from the choice for materials, installation 
patterns to maintenance recommendations.


